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Afternoon Trip : Asakusa

0

Date Outline

June 6 

(wed）

Grand Prince Hotel Takanawa === (Lunch in the car) ==== Tokyo Skytree (Observation Area) ======

13:00                                        13:45         15:30

Asakusa (Walking through Nakamise-dori street) ····· Asakusa Port ~~~ (Water Cruise: Hotaluna) ~~~ Hinode Pier==== Grand Prince Hotel Takanawa 

15:45                                                                             17:20                                      18:00                   Around 18:15

"Hotaluna" is a mega cruiser with an 

innovative and near-future form, 

produced by Japanese manga artist 

and author Leiji Matsumoto. Renowned 

and awarded architect Yuko Nagayama 

was put in charge of the design, 

allowing passengers to get a view of the 

Tokyo bay while feeling with the breeze 

from the roof deck. A faint light is 

emitted from the rear window glass as 

the light changes from dusk to evening, 

causing the ship to shine like a firefly. 

Enjoy a wonderful moment in this 

fantastic place.

★Asakusa
Asakusa is a downtown center in which 

the atmosphere of old Edo (former name 

of Tokyo) is still preserved. The 

atmosphere and feeling of the area from 

the classic Edo period still remains to 

this day. The main attraction is Sensoji

Temple, built in the 7th century. Take a 

casual stroll through the Nakamise-dori

street, filled with unique Japanese 

souvenirs and sweets. Enjoy the feeling 

of a Japanese downtown area.

Located in the Oshiage area of 

Sumida-ku, Tokyo, Tokyo Skytree

is a towering radio tower with a 

height of 634m, making it the 

world's tallest free standing tower. 

The tower features two 

observation areas, located 350m 

and 450m above the ground.

450m
TEMBO 

GALLERIA

Visitors can enjoy a vast view 

overlooking Japan's entire Kanto 

region. Visitors can walk through 

the glass-enclosed aerial 

corridor, giving off the feeling as 

if walking through the sky.

350m
TEMBO 

DECK

The city stretches out in front of 

you like a large panorama when 

standing in the open observation 

floor. This deck also features 

cafes, shops, and restaurants, 

allowing guests to enjoy the 

beautiful scenery overlooking 

Tokyo.
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